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1.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3. 6.

1. Take a clean 3 litre milk bottle
and mark out your cut lines as below:

Use a sharp blade to start the
cut.(CAUTION! this part must 
be done only by an ADULT)

Finish cutting out the shape 
with scissors.

Finished bottle cut

Push 4 axle holes through the 
crosses using a bamboo axle

Next, widen the holes just enough
to fit the 4 axle tubes with the
scissor blade.

40mm

35mm35mm

90mm

155mm

120mm

(Caution! Assembly involves the use of a knife or scissors, the cutting must be done by and adult ).
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Combining Reuse and STEM. 
Learning through Play!

Product disclaimer. KinetiKits accepts no responsibility for any accidental injury incurred during assembly and while using KinetiKits products..
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7. 10.

8. 11.

9. 12.

Fit the axle tubes in place

Assemble the 4 paddle wheels pushing
the fins into the wheels as below:

Push the long axle through the tubes and 
fit a wheel on either side and clip off 
the sharp end.

Push the 2 short axles through the other 
2 wheels.

Fit short axles into rear tubes.

Insert 2 x AA batteries (not included) into
case. 

Fins

Wheels

Complete paddle wheels

Use adhesive tape to stick motor to battery case
First, ensure the motor is turning clockwise! 
(if not flip it over)

Product disclaimer. KinetiKits accepts no responsibility for any accidental injury incurred during assembly and while using KinetiKits products..

Kit container is recyclable and paddle wheels are made from reclaimed plywood packing timber.
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3.

13. 16.

14. 17. Amphibious Vehicle is now ready to test 

in water or on land.

15.

Stick motor and battery to base using 
adhesive tape supplied. Make sure switch
is facing up. 

ON/OFF switch

Push axles into motor shafts
and fix with hot glue

Glue wheels to axles

Fix bamboo axles to motor with hot glue

Glue axle tubes

Product disclaimer. KinetiKits accepts no responsibility for any accidental injury incurred during assembly and while using KinetiKits products..

Kit container is recyclable and paddle wheels are made from reclaimed plywood packing timber.
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18.

Place sticky label here.


